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AGENDA – ADVANCED TOPICS IN COPYRIGHT: LICENSING, OPEN ACCESS, SCHOLARLY COMMUNICATION

9:00 – 9:30 Registration & Continental Breakfast

9:30 – 10:00 Introductions

10:00 – 10:30 Library Content Licensing Overview

10:30 – 11:30 Negotiation Methods & Theory, and Scholarly Communication in Library Licensing / Ellen Finnie

Negotiation methods and theory & introducing Scholarly Communication issues into library content licenses. Includes a hands-on exercise using “principled negotiation” to engage with a vendor on adding scholarly communication-related supports to a license.

11:30 – 12:30 Lunch.

12:30 – 1:30 Library Licensing, continued / Joan Emmet

Issue spotting in contracts for library content; hands-on exercise learning to spot key Issues that should be negotiated. Discussion.

1:45 – 2:30 Authors & Scholarly Communication / Laura Quilter

Includes an overview of copyright in relation to author contracts, a hands-on exercise reviewing an author publication agreement, and pointers about talking with authors about their publication agreements.

2:45 – 3:30 Open Access & Non-Exclusive Licensing / Kyle Courtney

Open Access & Nonexclusive Licensing, including an overview of Creative Commons licensing and how open access policies can change the copyright default for authors and provide a legal mechanism for institutions to share author works.

3:30 - 3:45 pm Wrap up and Evaluation